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Second Hexagon Format
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Second Hexagon format coordinates Ganita Sutras 4,5,6 and Ganita Up-Sutras 4,5,6.
Text of Ganita Sutras 4,5 and 6 are of TCV values triple (51,71,66).
Text of Ganita Sutra-4 accepts TCV value as 51
Text of Ganita Sutra-5 accepts TCV value as 71
Text of Ganita Sutra-6 accepts TCV value as 66
Text of Ganita Sutras 4,5,6 accepts TCV values triple (51,71,66) with summation
value 51+71+66=188.
7. Text of Ganita Up-Sutra-4 accepts TCV value 92.
8. Text of Ganita Up-sutra-5 accepts TCV value as 41.
9. Text of Ganita Up-Sutra-6 accepts TCV value as 85
10. Text of Ganita Up-Sutras 4,5 and 6 accept TCV values triple 92,41,85 with
summation value 92+41+85=218.
11. Summation value of this range of six values comes to be 188+218=406.
12. Artifice value 406=360+46.
13. Further it would be relevant to note that 89 + 46 = 135.
14. Here it would be relevant to note that artifice 135 accepts triple digit (1,3,5) which is
parallel to the format (dimension of dimension, dimension, domain).
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15. One may have a pause here and revisit the setup of pair of hexagons as a pair of
phases of a surface with a focus at the centre of the surface coordinating pair of
phases parallel to transcendence format.
16. It would be a blissful exercise to revisit the synthetic setup of the pair of phases of the
surface with in 3-space.
17. It would be a very blissful exercise to re-chase peeling off of pair of phases of a
surface within 3-space.
18. It also would be relevant to note that 3-space place the roll of origin of 2-space.
19. It further would be relevant to take note that 4-space place the roll of dimension of 3space.
20. 4-space is a spatial order space (2-space place the roll of dimension of 4-space0.
21. 3-space is a linear order space (1-space place the roll of dimension of 3-space).
22. Because of origin of 3-space being a spatial order setup, 3-dimension frame permits
split as a pair of 3-dimension frames of half dimension.
23. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to be phase to phase with
this split phenomena of dimensional frame and parallel to it there being a split for pair
of phases of surface.
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